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About This Game

(The creator of this game is Japan, so we use machine translation for foreign languages. The result of the translation is
"unintentional expression" or "incomprehensible", "some people are uncomfortable" It may be included.

In this case, please calm down and contact me.
I do not want to hurt anyone through this game. )

Japanese topics!
The latest work of the FPS viewpoint horror game series drawn with a quality that does not seem to be a game by high school

students is finally released to Steam!

■ Building full of tricks
It is getting dark inside the building, but you will be noticed by monsters when you turn on the power

Your decision will make a big difference in the future gaming experience ...

■ Monster appearance
Monsters appear suddenly

The appearance pattern is random each time and you can have different fresh gaming experiences

■ Collect items to avoid the crisis!
You can fight monsters

Useful weapons are falling into the building
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Let's kill monsters with weapons!

■ An important story begins
The truth which could not be told in the previous work will be revealed one after another ...

In addition, it is developed on the assumption that the person who has never played the first work can play safely.

■ This is the power of high school students
The high school student who developed the previous work "KENGOHAZARD" is currently developed alone
Based on the experience learned in previous studies, this work has evolved into the ultimate survival horror

In the trial version "KENGOHAZARD 2 Demo", YouTuber shouted for fear
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Title: KENGOHAZARD2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
K App.
Publisher:
K App.
Release Date: 25 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel® Core™ i7-3632QM Processor

Memory: 1200 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel® HD Graphics 4000

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 800 MB available space

Additional Notes: It is possible to play even with a laptop without graphic board

English,Japanese
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A great software for learning and making 3D game easy.
Thank you and waiting for the jumping.. Chill game but have a few bugs. A seriously underated game with tight controls and
great use of physics. Also I really like games with grapple mechanics (Umihara Kawase) so I might be a bit biased.. I don't mind
the fact that this game tries to be a more colorful Limbo-Clone. Actually I like this style and was up for more of this kind. Toby
looks and sounds really nice. It's not the technical side that keeps me from writing a good review. Toby is simply lacking fresh
ideas. Everything in the game feels like we've seen it a billion times before. The game play feels half hearted and unrefreshing
but most of all, Toby fails to deliver joy. I simply didn't have fun playing this game that is even shorter than Limbo. Three hours
- that's not much, that's disappointing. But to be honest, I was glad when those 3 hours were over and the final "boss" defeated. I
died many many times, and many times it felt perfectly random. Trial and error dominates Toby from the beginning to the very
end. Especially at the end as the mentioned boss fight is pretty much a question of good luck. Not "hard" in the meaning of
challenging, but "random". See, I really really love platformers, just playing this one felt like a chore. It's like the makers had a
bad day and decided to develop a game to annoy us. Mission accomplished.. How to enjoy this game :
Launch the game. Start the game. Close your eyes. Click. Click again. Don't forget to click. And please click.
When your hear a different music, congratulations, you just have finished a level !
Now, keep your eyes closed, and click, click, click to change the music.. I didn't think splitscreen stealth was possible, But in
BADBLOOD it just plain works. You can screen cheat, sometimes you are encouraged to, but be warned: That might be exactly
what your opponent wants you to do. It's a very nuanced game that seems simple on the surface but hides a ton of strategy up it's
sleeves.

Polished versus gameplay with an incredible art style and good music. If you like local versus multiplayer and want a spin on the
classic 1v1 "deathmatch" get BADBLOOD.. This DLC is really coll
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this is a challenging but very good builder.
. Boring and incredibly repetitive gameplay.

Toglietemi Berlusconi.. I don't usually like to write reviews (too self-aggrandizing, bourgeois, etc) but I just had to for this
Marco Amadei guy. Gotta help a brother out!

For one guy, he sure can develop hell of a game! I like the inventory system, stealing kraut vehicles, murdering countless nazis,
etc. And the realism with the weapons is nice, if a bullet hits your gun or your helmet it will make a "clank" noise. That's why I
like Easy Red too and that's how I heard of this game. The game has a lot of survival elements as well such as needing food
medicine, and even morphine shots to survive. I bought it on sale but it's worth full price, easily, for any WWII enthusiast\/Nazi
Murder Simulator fan and I can say the same for Easy Red as well.. Old style Transport management game. Decent enough. But
the music.... it's the best I've heard on any game.. ever.. De jaro ustat cu ti
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